Since their introduction a little more than 10 years ago, wavelets have revolutionized image processing. Wavelet based algorithms define the state-of-the-art for applications including image coding (JPEG2000), restoration, and segmentation. Despite their success, wavelets have significant shortcomings in their treatment of edges. Wavelets do not parsimoniously capture even the simplest geometrical structure in images, and wavelet based processing algorithms often produce images with ringing around the edges.
INTRODUCTION
At the core of image processing lies the problem of modeling image structure. Building an accurate, tractable mathematical characterization that distinguishes a "real-world photograph-like" image from an arbitrary set of data is fundamental to any image processing algorithm.
A vital part of this characterization is the image representation. Using an atomic decomposition, we can closely approximate the image X(s) as a linear combination
of atoms b i from a dictionary B. A good representation will essentially lower the dimensionality of the modeling problem -we want B such that every image of interest can be well approximated ( (s) small) using relatively few b i . We can then design an image model that tells us which configurations of atoms (choices of {α i } and {b i } ⊂ B) to favor; the model specifies the relationships between the atoms in the representation caused by structure in the image.
We are now faced with the two central questions: "What kinds of structure exist in images?" and "What is a representation+model that captures this structure"? Defining the class of N -pixel "images" as a subset of Ê N exactly is an ill-posed problem, even on a philosophical level. But there are two prevalent types of structure present in images that any general-purpose model should account for: images contain smooth, homogeneous regions and these regions are separated by smooth contours. That is, images exhibit grayscale regularity in smooth regions and geometric regularity along edge contours.
The wavelet transform
1 has emerged as the preeminent tool for image modeling. The success of wavelets is due to the fact that they provide a sparse representation for smooth signals interrupted by isolated discontinuities 2 (this is a perfect model for "image slices" -1D cross sections of a 2D image). Simple, tree-based models for wavelet coefficients [3] [4] [5] have defined the state-of-the-art. These models leverage the principle that wavelet coefficients representing smooth regions in the image tend to have small magnitude, while those representing edges have relatively large magnitudes. Arranging the coefficients in a tree (binary tree in 1D, quadtree in 2D), this property allows us to prune the wavelet tree over smooth regions, while growing it over edges. For 1D image slices, tree-pruning model based algorithms enjoy not only practical success in denoising and compression, but are also theoretically optimal.
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The success of wavelets does not extend to 2D images. Although wavelet-based images processing algorithms define the state-of-the-art, they have significant shortcomings in their treatment of edge structure. No matter how smooth a contour is, large wavelet coefficients cluster around the contours, their number increasing at fine scales. The wavelet transform is not sparse for our simple class of images made up of smooth regions separated by smooth contours 8 ; it simply takes too many wavelet basis functions to accurately build up an edge. In short, the wavelet transform makes it easy to model grayscale regularity, but not geometric regularity.
There are two paths we can take: we can either develop more complicated wavelet models, abandoning the simplicity and computational efficiency of tree pruning, or we can develop new representations for which simple models will suffice. The second approach has recently become a major focus for the field of Computational Harmonic Analysis. Several new representations have been proposed (see, for example, "curvelets" in, [8] [9] [10] "bandelets" in, 11 and "wedgelets" in 12 ) with nice theoretical sparsity properties, but have yet to be used as part of a modeling framework for practical applications. This paper will concentrate on modeling the geometric regularity in images using the simplest of these new decompositions, the wedgelet representation.
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To start, we will consider simple cartoon images, the class of piecewise constant images with flat regions separated by smooth (twice differentiable) contours (see Figure 1 ). These images are purely geometrical in the sense that the only thing of interest in the image is the contour structure. Studying the simple cartoon class isolates the problem of decomposing and capturing the behavior of edge contours; a final solution will incorporate both kinds of regularity in the model (see 13 for combining the two).
The wedgelet representation, introduced in, 12 is natural for simple cartoon images. A wedgelet is a piecewise constant function on a dyadic square S that is discontinuous along a line through S with orientation (r, θ), see Figure 1 (a) for an illustration. A wedgelet representation of an image X consists of a dyadic partition of the domain of X along with a wedgelet function in each dyadic square, see Figure 1 (c). The wedgelet representation can be thought of as a decorated quadtree; a quadtree dictates how to divide the domain into dyadic squares, and attached to each leaf of the quadtree is a wedgelet telling us how to approximate the image in that local region.
The wedgelet representation is sparse for the class of simple cartoon images 12 in the sense that a close approximation to X can be built out of relatively few wedgelets. In fact, 12 shows that using a sufficiently large wedgelet dictionary, the wedgelet representations W found by solving the optimization problem
have the optimal rate of error decay, that in (1) as (2) can be done efficiently using a simple "tree pruning" dynamic program similar to the one used for optimal wavelet tree pruning in practical image coders.
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In Section 3, we present a multiscale geometry model that captures the joint behavior of the wedgelet orientations along smooth contours. The model assigns a probability P (W) to every possible set of wedgelet orientations, assigning high probability to configurations that are "geometrically faithful", and low probability to those that are not. The model can be used as a prior distribution on the wedgelet orientations, and can be used as such in statistical image processing applications such as coding, denoising, and detection. In this paper, we will be particularly concerned with coding wedgelet representations; the algorithms developed here are applied in a novel image coder in.
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Instead of considering only wedgelet orientations at the leaves of the quadtree, the multiscale geometry model (MGM) associates an orientation from the wedgelet dictionary to each node in the quadtree that describes the general linear behavior of the image in the corresponding dyadic square. Transition probabilities model the progression of orientations from parent to child in the quadtree; the MGM is a Markov-1 process with the orientations as states. For smooth contours, we expect little geometric innovation from parent to child at fine scales, so child orientations that are close to the parent (in (r, θ) space) are favored (assigned higher probabilities) over those that deviate significantly.
In Section 3, we show how to use the MGM to select a wedgelet representation W for an image X that balances the fidelity X − W 2 2 against the complexity − log 2 P (W)
The Markov structure of the MGM allows us to solve (3) with an efficient dynamic program. While simple tree pruning allows us to exploit the fact that smooth contours can be closely approximated by lines at coarse scales, the more sophisticated model-based approach will also take advantage of the wedgelet orientations "lining up" between dyadic blocks. Since − log 2 P (W) corresponds to the number of bits * it would take an ideal coder to code the orientations in the wedgelet representation, the representation is optimal in the rate-distortion sense. Section 4 analyzes the asymptotic rate-distortion performance of a coder using a simplified version of the MGM. We measure how quickly the distortion D(R) (the error between the image X and the coded wedgelet representation) decays to zero as the rate (the number of bits we spend coding the wedgelet representation) goes to infinity. In, 15 the asymptotic rate-distortion performance of the "oracle" coder (where the contour is known to the encoder) for an image consisting of a C 2 contour separating two flat regions was derived as D(R) ∼ 1/R 2 . In Section 4, we construct a coder with the same asymptotic performance, suggesting that the multiscale Markov-1 wedgelet model is sufficient to capture the geometrical structure of smooth contours.
WEDGELET REPRESENTATIONS

Wedgelet Basics
A wedgelet is a piecewise constant function on a square domain S that is discontinuous along a line r,θ passing through S. Four parameters specify a wedgelet on S: an angle θ and a normalized offset r for the orientation of r,θ , and heights h 1 , h 2 for the two values the wedgelet takes on either side of r,θ (see Fig. 1 for an illustration). The wedgelet function on S with parameters (r, θ, h 1 , h 2 ) is denoted by w(S; r, θ, h 1 , h 2 ).
A wedgelet representation of an image X is an approximation of X build out of wedgelets on dyadic squares. Choosing a wedgelet representation W requires (a) a choice of dyadic partition P of the domain of X and (b) for each dyadic square S ∈ P, a choice of wedgelet (we will include the "null" wedgelet, w(S; ·) = constant among * − log P (W) is the "Shannon codelength" of W our choices); W = {P, w(S; r, θ, h 1 , h 2 ) ∀S ∈ P}. As an example, a wedgelet representation of a simple image is shown in Fig. 1 .
We will choose the wedgelet orientation (r, θ) from a finite dictionary D S , possibly different for each dyadic square. The orientation of r,θ , defines a two-dimensional linear space of wedgelet functions, a wedgespace, that are discontinuous along r,θ . The (h 1 , h 2 ) corresponding to the closest point on the wedgespace to the image X(S) restricted to S is a simple projection, calculated by averaging X(S) over the subregions of S on either side of r,θ . For the majority of the paper, we will determine the heights in this manner, and denote the resulting wedgelet w r,θ (there is one unique wedgelet for each orientation).
There are two steps in finding a wedgelet representation for an image. The analysis step tests each orientation (r, θ) i ∈ D S in every dyadic square S, measuring the fit of the corresponding wedgelet with the L 2 error ||X(S) − w (r,θ)i || 2 . The inference step then uses this information to choose a dyadic partition and a set of wedgelet orientations.
Fidelity vs. Complexity
The wedgelet representation is sparse for simple cartoon images 12, 16 ; it takes relatively few wedgelets (a coarse partition) to form an accurate approximation. Given an image X, we can find such a representation by solving a complexity regularized optimization problem:
Solutions to (4) are found efficiently using the "CART" algorithm † , a simple dynamic program for optimal tree pruning.
Equation (4) can be thought of in more general terms as a fidelity vs. complexity optimization problem.
where the constant λ allows us to control the importance of small error versus low complexity. The goal is to find a wedgelet representation that is accurate but is also easily described. Implicit in the choice of complexity term (|W| in (4)) is a model ; certain wedgelet configurations are being favored (assigned lower complexity) over others.
In the context of image coding, we would like the complexity of a wedgelet representation to be (at least an approximation of) the actual number of bits it will take to code the representation. Equation (5) then becomes a rate-distortion optimization problem. 18 The codelengths associated with each wedgelet representation depend on an underlying probability model P (W) (this connection is made theoretically through the Kraft inequality 14 and practically through arithmetic coding 19 ). Using the ideal Shannon codelength as the complexity measure, and the L 2 error metric, equation (5) becomes
The wedgelet representation probability model P (W) should reflect the behavior of contours found in images (be "geometrically faithful"), allow fast solutions to the optimization problem (6), and yield efficient coding algorithms.
The complexity term |W| in (4) depends only on the partition size; the wedgelet orientations are independent given a partition and as a result, all possible sets of wedgelet orientations in the dyadic squares are treated equally. As the example in Figure 2 shows, independence does not take full advantage of the contour structure in the images. Given a partition, there are very few joint sets of wedgelet orientations that are geometrically coherent, and these should be favored very highly over the many geometrically incoherent orientation sets. In Section 3, we present a more sophisticated geometrical modeling framework that captures the dependencies between wedgelet orientations chosen in each dyadic square. † "CART" stands for "Classification and Regression Trees", the context in which 17 dynamic programs of the form (4) are heavily used. 
WEDGELET MODELING AND INFERENCE
Since edge contours in images are smooth (geometricly regular), wedgelet representations approximating these contours will be structured. In this section, we show how to capture this structure with a multiscale geometry model.
As discussed in Section 2.2, using the number of wedgelets as a complexity penalty is equivalent to a model only on the size of the partition used for the wedgelet representation -given that partition, all sets of orientations on the leaves are treated equally. As the example in Figure 2 shows, independence is not a sufficient model to capture the geometrical regularity of contours in image.
Geometrical regularity, like grayscale regularity, is readily described by its multiscale behavior. In a sense, both smooth regions and smooth contours become "uninteresting" as we zoom in on them. At fine resolutions, smooth regions are essentially flat and contours are essentially straight. Wavelet models capture grayscale regularity by expecting wavelet coefficients representing smooth regions to be close to zero at fines scales. The multiscale geometry model will favor sets of wedgelet orientations that remain close to a straight line.
The MGM is based on the same multiresolution ideas as the 2D wavelet transform. When we use wavelets to represent an image, the image is projected onto a series of approximation spaces at different scales 2 (see Figure 3(a) ). As the scales get finer, the projection onto the scaling space moves closer to the actual image. The wavelet coefficients specify the difference between the images projected onto successive scaling spaces; a model on the wavelet coefficients is a model on how the grayscale values are changing as the approximation becomes finer. At fine scales, we expect small wavelet coefficients in regions where the image is smooth.
We can also approximate geometrical structure in the image using a series of scales. At each scale j, the domain of the image is partitioned into dyadic squares with sidelength 2 −j . In each of these squares, we use a line (from a finite wedgelet dictionary) to approximate the contour as it passes through (see Figure 3(b) ). The orientations can be organized on a quadtree, with each dyadic square corresponding to a node; each "parent" node at scale j splits into four "children" nodes at scale j + 1. Along smooth contours at fine scales, we expect the deviations of the lines in the child squares from the line in the parent square to be small.
The MGM models the interscale behavior of these lines using a transition matrix. An entry A p,q in this matrix specifies the probability of an orientation c ∈ D Sc in the child dyadic square S c given an orientation
The probabilities are assigned based on the Hausdorff distance between the lines defined by ρ and c restricted to the child square S c .
The Markov-1 structure of the MGM means that the probability of a given set of wedgelet orientations (the leaves of the geometry quadtree above) can be calculated using the upwards-downwards algorithm. 20 We can 4. By 3, using a wedgelet with the same orientation as q to approximate the image in S gives us a local error of ∼ 2 −3j .
5. For a given maximum scale J, the curve passes through ∼ 2 J dyadic squares. As such, using wedgelets at scale J to approximate the image results in a global error of D J ∼ 2 −2J .
6. We will code the orientations of all the lines chosen as in 3 in each dyadic square that the curve passes through from scales j = 0 . . . J.
7. Given a parent orientation ρ at scale j, we know that the curve doesn't leave a strip of width C qω 2 −2j . This means that the child orientation has to be within a slightly larger strip of width C cρ 2 −2j . Because of this, we can put bounds on the deviation of the child orientation parameters from the parent parameters: |r c − r ρ | ≤ C r 2 −j and |θ c − θ ρ | ≤ C θ 2 −j . Since the size of the dictionary is growing like 2 j in each direction as j increases, the number of orientations in this region of possibilities can be bounded by a constant. Thus, even though the dictionary is growing as the scale becomes finer, it takes a constant number of bits to code each child given its parent.
8. We will need to code ∼ 2 J orientations overall. As such, we will spend R J ∼ 2 J bits coding the wedgelet orientations. These arguments show that for a given image, there exists a set of wedgelet orientations with the oracle rate-distortion performance. To find these orientations, we can use the dynamic program discussed in Section 3.
